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Abstract

In this paper we present experimental measurements of buoyancy driven turbulent exchange How in a vertical pipe
{Lid ratios of 9 12). The How is driven by an unstable density difference across the ends of die pipe, created using brine
and distilled water. Away from either end, a fully developed region of turbulence exists with a linear density gradient.
Using a mixing length model that <iccoums for the end effects, we obtain the turbulent scales and flux. The Nusselt num-
ber scales like the square root of the Rayleigh number (Nu ~ Ra ) . We give an empirical relation to quantify the end
effects and hence calculate the flux of the salt (INaCJ) given the aspect ratio of the pipe and the overall density difference
across it.
© 2005 lilsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with txirfjufent natural' con-
vection in a long vertical pipe subject to an unstable den-
sity difference across the two ends. In the present paper
we model the main mechanism that drives the turbulent
flow, validate the model with experimented measure-
ments and extend it to general cases. We discuss the
implications of the model on the behaviour of the flux
described in terms of a Nusselt number.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the flow. The pipe is
connected by two tanks, with the top tank fluid having
higher dcusily than the bottom tank fluid. The two fluids
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arc mii>t;ible. The incompressibility of the fluids implies
that the cross section average of Hie axial velocity at
any instant was zero. This fypa of Saw—where the net
flow is Zero—is termed 'exchange flow' [1,2],

Most of the earlier work on exchange ilgw [1,2] has
been in the context of the fire safety of buildings. 'Two
types of studies have been done of flow through vent(s)
connecting two enclosures, one above the other. One is
flow due to the combined action of pressure and density
differences across the vent, for example, as discussed in
Tan and Jaluria [21, and the other type is due to density
difference alone, for example as studied in Epstein [1],
The present flowr is related to the latter type, Epstein [1]
experimentally studied the buoyancy driven exchange
(counter-current) flow dircragh single or multiple open-
ings with both square and circular cross sections in hor-
izontal partitions, using brine above the partition and
fresh water below the partition. The openings were tubes,

0017-y310/S - .see front mailer © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:l[).1016/j.ijhealJiiassi.rinsfsr.200S.04.025
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Fig. 1. Flow schematic, and a typical instantaneous axial
velocity profile. The axiaJ velocity averages to zero over Lhe
cross section at any given instant. The averages at any point
over time o; the velocities are 7ero as well.

projecting into the enclosures. The L/rf ratios of the Lubes
were in the rang;; 0.01-10. With a single opening, four
different flow regimes were identified as i/rf aad Ap were
changed: a regime where an oscillatory exchange flow
takes place which, could be approximately explained by
a linearized Taylor-wave theory (regime I), a Bernoulli
flow regime where the dynamics is well explained by an
inviscid exchange flow mode) by the application of the
Bernoulli theorem [3] (regime II), and at the Urgest Lid
ratios the exchange can be explained by turbulent diffu-
sion, after Gardener [4] (regime IV). The combined
effects of turbulent diffusion and Bernoulli flow are ob-
served in regime III, which is modeled as Bernoulli type
of flow at fhc ends of the tube and as a turbulent diffusion
at the center of the tube. The peak mixing rate occurs in
regime III. A different behaviour at each opening was
observed when multiple openings were present. The anal-
ysis of this paper covers regimes III and IV.

Arakeri et al. [5] have studied the exchange flow in
vertical pipes. The flow is driven by density difference
across the pipe created using brine and fresh water. In
different experiments, various combinations of pipe
diameter and length are used to get. a range of Rayleigh
number JUct = g(Ap/p$/Jd*/vx From about Itf to JO*.
Using flow visualization, they identified four types of
flow as a function of the Rayleigh number. At low Ray-
lcigh numbers the flow is laminar, half-and-half (up and
down flowing fluids are side by side). As the Rayleigh
number is increased, a helical structure is observed, with
die up and down-flowing fluids now forming a double
helix. At still higher Rayleigh numbers the flow becomes
unsteady, but still remains laminar. Finally beyond
about Ra — 107, the flow was seen to be turbulent with
a range of scales. They measured the average salt
concentration in the top tank as a function of time
and related the rate of change of the average concentra-

to the average flux of the salt in the pipe. For the
turbulent flow, they developed a mixing length model
with the length as the diameter of the pipe. In the turbu-
lent case, die measured flux scaled like ApV2 as predicted
by the model. The laminar flux was higher than the tur-
bulent flux. The convoluted paths in the turbulent flow
taken by the fluids from either tank while flowing past
each other and the mixing results in the lower flux in
the turbulent case.

In the present study, we consider only the turbulent
exchange flow which occurs at Ra > 1 x 10R. We concen-
trate on flux scaling for the exchange turbulent, flow in
large AR vertical pipes; the detailed structure of the tur-
bulence is described in Cholemari [6\ We include- in the
analysis the effects of the developing flow at the pipe-
ends. We report experiments measuring both the density
and the velocity fluctuations.

The aspect ratio AR (length-to-diametcr ratio, L/d)
of the. tube wan between 9 and 12. We used brine and
distilled water for creating the density difference. The ra-
tio of the diffusivities of momentum and salt, given by
the Schmidt number, Sc = via., is about 670, with u
and a being the kinematic viscosity of water and the dif-
fusivity of salt respectively. 7'be Rayleigh number,
Ra — s(Ap/p(|L)(i+/va, was of the order of 108, where
Aft is the density difference between the top and the bot-
tom tanks, p0 is the density of water and g is the accel-
eration due to gravity. This definition of Ra involving
L and d is appropriate for this problem.

For the turbulent flow we found that the time means
of the axial and lateral components of the velocities at
each point were zero \d\. Thus there is no mean flow
and no mean shear which implies that turbulence pro-
duction is only doe to buoyancy and none due to shear.
Away from the ends of the pipe the turbulence was fully
developed, or homogeneous in tbe axial direction. In
particular, it can be shown that in the fully developed re-
gion, the gradient of density is linear. The flow is driven
by a linear unstable density gradient.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Jn Sec-
tion 2 we describe the experiments conducted. Next (Sec-
tion 3) we describe the modeling of the turbulence using
the mixing length type arguments. Using experimental
data we then extend the model to include the effects of
the ends, and determine the prefacto.r in case of the flux
scaling. We discuss the flow in relation with the Ray-
leiah-Benard convection and conclude.

2. Kxperimcnts

Experiments were done to produce turbulent convec-
tion in long vertical glass pipes, and measure the flow-
characteristics. We visualized the flow and measured
the velocities in the mid-section of the pipe, and the
overall flux of salt within the pipe.
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The setup (Fig. 2J essentially was a 50 mm diameter
glass pipe connecting two tanks TT (Top) and BT
(Bottom). The flow is visualized through a rectangular
water filled glass tank surrounding the pipe to minimize
refraction errors. To prevent stratification in the tanks,

PP

ST

PP

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental set-up; see text for
nutation.

the fluid in each tank is continuously mixed. A small
aquarium "pmnp P circulated the fluid in each tank; hea-
vier fluid was withdrawn from the bottom of the tank
and re-introduced near the top of the tank through per-
forated pipes (PP). The fluid coming out of PP mixes
with the surrounding fluid aa it flows down: preventing
stratification with minimal disturbance to the flow.
The continuous mixing of fluids in the two tanks
gives a well defined bound.ary condition at the two pipe
ends.

Initially the top tank contains brine while the bottom
tank and the pipe contain distilled water. A stopper sep-
arates the two fluids: the experiment is initiated by
removing the stopper. Once the experiment is started,
the fluids from the two tanks mix due to the flow, in
the pipe, continuously reducing the density difference.
The flow thus slowly decays. Typical experiments lasted
about three hours, but the flow was turbulent only for
about the first l[)0 rain. In our experiments the values
of Ra varied from 5 x 10s down to 5 x 1 0 , However
the flow was turbulent for Ra- larger than 1 x 10a. The
data considered for this paper is from the: turbulent
regime.

The flow visualizations (Hg, 3) indicate thy flow to be
random and three dimensional with a high rate of mix-
ing. The flow images are from the central homogeneous
region, and are visualized with a 1.4 mm thick laser
sheet. The process within the pipe is one of overturning
and mixing and there is no mean flow. As mentioned
above, the mean shear is ihns negligible and buoyancy
is the only source of turbulent kinetic energy. The
pipe wall just contains the flow and has no role in the
production of turbulence. The images also show the flow

Fig. 3. (a) Particle streak image at Ra - 2.5 x 10e and (b) Fluorescence dye visualization at Ra - 1 x 10s. The images show the Sow to
be random and to consist ofa range of velocity scales (as seen in a. ratige of strsak lengths in (a)) and concentration scales (shown by the
variation of image brightness in <bj). The area' visualized is 50 mm x 50 ram in (a) and 50 mm x C7 mm in [b). The pipe is vevticaJ in t.hc
images.
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Table 1
Specifications of diagnostics used in the experiments

,x10 '

Technique

PIV

Probe

Spatial
results

1.6/3.2
mm1

NA

Temporal
results

Is

40 s

Dynamic
range

1-50
mni/s
1,2- 133

Error

-0 .5
mm/s

0.1%

rsD
a 1.6mm with 50% overlap.

to consist of a range of velocity and concentration
scales.

We measured velocities tit the middle of the pipe in
the axial plane using planar Particle Image Velociinetry
(ITV) and the salt concentration hi the lop tank using a
conductivity probe (ORION SENSORLiNK, model
PCJvnOO). Pipes of aspect ratios 9, 12 and IS were used
in the salt concentration experiments, while the velocity
measurements were done with the AR ~ 9 pipe. The ini-
tial concentration of salt in the top tank was always
1.0 kg/m3, corresponding to an Atwoocl number At—
(PT - Pii)/(pT L PB) = 0-0035. Table 1 gives the sum-
mary of the diagnostics. The details of the experiments
are in Cholemari [6],

Knowing the rate of variation with time of the salt,
concentration in the top tank, we can calculate the con-
centration difference AC and the flux of the salt concen-
tration Fusing an integral balance of the mass of the salt
within the pipe;

J V / 2 + KH

ACff I = CT - CB = -

(1)

(2)

(3)

In the above, CT and CB are the top and bottom tank
concentrations and AC the concentration difference; VT,
Vs and Vp refer to the volumes of the top and bottom
tanks and the pipe, respectively; A? is the cross sectional
area of the pipe and. .M$ ts the total mass of the salt in
the set up. The concentrations are related to the density

by,

Ap -= paIJAC

(4)

where pa is the density of water and /? — 0.72 for the salt
concentration range encountered in the experiments. Ap
is the density difference between the top and bottom
tank fluids.

Fig. 4 gives the flux of salt against the concentration
difference. The inset gives the variation with time of the

1.5

0.5
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~̂

\

\

20
mln-.
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y

/
/

80 100 /

1 10
AC

Fig. 4. Plot of the measured salt flux versus the salt coticen-
rration dilfereute. Flux versus time is shown in the inset.

average top tank concentration. It is seen that the over-
all variation of the flow is slow. Typically an experiment
Jasfs for about JOO.min. The flow conlct thus be consid-
ered quasi-steady for periods of a few minutes.

3. Model

We now show that the fully developed turbulence in
the central region can be described in terms of a single
length scale, the diameter of the pipe. The flux of salt,
the fluctuations of velocity and the salt concentration
are given by this description to within prefactors. The
flow at the pipe ends is expected to be different. We
extend the mixing length arguments to Include the end
effects. This enables us to obtain the prefactor in the flux
relation as well as to give a relation for the salt flux in
terms of the aspect ratio, the overall density difference
between the two tanks and the pipe diameter.

For a long enough pipe (7-/c/» 1), away from the
two ends the flow must be homogeneous in the axitd
direction with a linear density gradient. The present flow
may be compared with the fully developed pressure dri-
ven pipe flow. In the latter, the flow is homogeneous
(away from the entrance) in the axial direction and dri-
ven by a linear pressure gradient; m the present flow, the
homogeneous flow is driven by a linetn (unstable) den-
sity gradient.

First we consider the central homogeneous region.
The only relevant parameters are the pipe diameter, d,
the density gradient, dpfdz, g, v and a. The two molecu-
lar parameters v and a are not relevant for a turbulent
flow. Then dimensionai analysis gives the scales for den-
sity fluctuations p', velocity fluctuations w1 and salt flux
- K | ? - (we) cy -(we) as
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=Wm

(dp/cz)d =

(5)

(6)

(7)

where wm, pm and Fwl arc the mixing length sellings for
the fluctuations of vdomy and density and the flux of
salt respectively. Thus we may write the flux F as

F-C F -C (8)

The constant Cm needs to be determined from the
experiments.

Physically, the scales may be interpreted as follows. A
coherent region of fluid (a fluid particle) scales with the
pipe diameter in the fully developed region. "The velocity
scale can be can be thought as a. 'free fall' velocity of the
fluid particle heavier (or lighter) than the surrounding
fluid by an amount p' falling for rising) through a dis-
tance d, i.e.. the length over which the con-elation exists.

There would be a development region near the pipe
ends with non-linear density gradient (Fig. 5) where
the distance from the pipe ends would become important
in addition to the pipe diameter. Because of the non-lin-
ear density gradient, the (unknown) linear density gradi-
ent at. the central Tegion would be different from Apjl.
(i.e., dp/dz # Ap/L),

The parameters relevant to the end regions are Le, the
extent of end region, and Apc, the density drop at the
ends (see Fig. 5). For a turbulent flow these parameters
depend only on the flux and the diameter, as the molec-
ular parameters are not important. The flux is the same
throughout the pipe. From (8) we see that, flux depends
on (Sp/C z) and d. Thus Ape and Le are the functions of
the parameters at the central region, viz. dp/dz and d.
Thus, from dimensional analysis

Fig. 5. Schematic of the end regions. The density drops by Ap6

over a distance Lc, The density variation is non-linear.

U = kid.

Thus,

1 - 2LJL \ 1
\-2ApJAf>) l+2(kp-kL)/AR'

The flux is then given by

(9)

(10)

witli,

Cr —
1-1- 2(k,-kL)/AR)3/2 •

(11)

(12)

In the limit of large AR. the entry- regions become
negligible in comparison with the length of the tube
and C,. -+ Cm. Fig. 6(a) shows the experimentally ob-
tained values of Cr in the experiments of [1,5,7], Also
shown is the fit for the data for AR > 3, where a. fully
developed region is expected to exist at the center,
shown as filled symbols. Tiie fit constants are
C m -0 .88 (13)

and

(14)

With these values, (12) becomes,

c 0-88
'" (\ + 4.2/A Iif/2'

The fit extended towards smaller AR is shown as the
dashed line. It compares quite well with the experimental
data even at small AR where the assumption of the exis-
tence of a central homogeneous region will not be valid.
Velocity measurements near the ends indicate that there
is a development region of about one diameter and so we
can take kL = 1 which implies /c,, = 3.1, which means
that the density drop at the pipe ends is about three
times the density drop over one diameter length in the
central region. The presence of the end regions reduces
the linear density gradient in the centre of the pipe and
hence the flux. It follows from Eqs. {9} and (10)

+ 2(kp-kL)

(16)

Ap Al

T~~AR

These parameters are plotted in Fig. 6(b). It. is seen that
by about AR— 10, the end regions extend only to about
10% of the pipe length at each end, but they account for
about 40%. of the total density drop across the pipe.
These reduce to respectively 5% and 25% by AR = 20.
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Fig. C, (a.) C,. from experiments (filled symbols), and the model
fit (shown as solid line) against the aspect ratio Lid., The dashed
line is the esLetision below IJd=i (dear symbols), (b) End
effects calculafed according to Ihe mode), Rhown are Ihe
iraction uf tlis total conccntralion drop occurring at cither end
(Apjt\p) as well as the extent of the region {LjL),

Cm, the mixing length prefactor, is expected to be
independent of the specific conditions of the flow, like
AR, Ap/po. etc., and is expected lo bold when the condi-
tions of a single length scale and the linear density gra-
dient are met.

To compare Eq. (15) with the results of Epstein [1],
we note that, Eq. (22) in that pa.per, when written similar
to Eq. (11), shows

4/K x 0.093

+ 0.084(1 ~Q
\n- (17)

The mixing length prcfucloi calculated from (17) m the
limit of large AR, C/ -> Cm, = 4/7t(0.093/VO084) =-
0.41. We surmiae that tlie data leading to Eq. (22) in Ep-
stein consists in part of non-turbulent data, leading to
the deviation from (13).

The flux relation (11) written in terms of the Nusscll
number (tile non-dimensional flux), kind the Reynolds

number using w' (~wm) and d have the following sca-
lings with the Rayieigh number:

< fltLX >
aAC/L - C

—
v

(IB)

(19)

Note also that Nu -^ C^Ra^Sc1''2 for very large A.R,
which is another way of looking at Eq, (18) when the
N us sett number i3 defined using the density difference
over a certain length say, one diameter, in the linear gra-
dient region.

Fig. 7(a.) compares the mis velocities obtained from
P1V measurements to tfie velocity scaJe obtained from

50 100 1 B0

time, minutes
200

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

1

0,9

0.B,

; •

I1,

• fk
i

- - AH=9
• ••• A n = 1 S
-— AR=15

•

ID-

Fig, 7. (a.) Velocity scaling according to the mixing length
model (lines), compared with the measuj-ed velocities (Jillcd
symbols—lateral velocity, open syiu&oJs—axial velocity), (b)
'Flux of salt normali7ed with the flux ;iccording to tlic mixing
length model, C,.Fm. The constant regions during the experi-
msnis shows the validity of the hypothesis. The pipe diameter is
50 mm.
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the model xising the density measurements (Eqs. (5) and
(4)) in the top tank. Hers the average of the RMS veloc-
ity calculated over every 10 min over the pipe cross sec-
tion area is plotted with time. It h seen that the scaling is
good for the regime under consideration, both the axial
and lateral velocities following the mixing length sealing
wm. However beyond about 100 min when the flow is no
longer turbulent, the agreement is poor. Fig. 7(b) shows
the turbulent flux normalized with the flux obtained
from the model (Eq. (11)). The value is constant and
within 10% of unity for an extended range of the Ray-
Icigh number. However, at. lower Raylcigh numbers be-
low 1 x 10s. (.he turbulent scaling LS not appropriate and
the normalized fluxes rise sharply above unity. The How
is not turbulent for Ra < 2x 10•.

The overall uncertainly in the measured flux sealing
is obtained from Eq. (8) as

f-F _ ^ g/i£
(20)

The worst case is at the smallest density differeticcs,
where the error is about L.5% (see Table 1).

The Nusselt number relation (18) is of the same form
as the theoretical expression of Kraichnan [8]. for
Rayleigh-llenard (R-B) convection at very high
Rayleigh numbers of the order of 101R, where the flow
mechanics is expected to be dominated by the processes
in the bulk of the flow, away from the walls. However.
no experimental evidence for the Ra]/2 regime is seen
in R B convection, even at very high Rayleigh numbers
of about 1017 achieved so far in the experiments ~9]. An
important d.ifference between the two types of flows is
that, in R- B convection, even at high Rayleigh numbers,
boundary layers exist near the two horizontal walls and
have an effect on the flow, whereas in the present flowr

boundary layers are absent.

ft can be shown that the flux obtained for a given
density clifierenoe in the present flow is much higher than
the flux in R-B convection at the same density differ-
ence. To do this, we first obtain the prefactor in Eq.
(18) to be 0.0752 at unit aspect ratio (as we want to com-
pare with R-B convection which is at about unit aspect
ratio or lower) using Eq. (12). Nusselt number at
Ra — 10s and Sc = 670 then turns out to be —•1950. To
obtain a similar estimate in case of R B convection,
we use the experimental correlation of Globe and Drop-
kin [101 jV" ~ 0.097./i«1/3. This is for a Prandtl number
of 100, but we assume its validity for Pt — 670 and esti-
mate the Nixsselt number at the same Rayleigli number
to be much smaller,

4. Conclusion

In this paper we have described a ptirely buoyancy
driven turbulent flow in long vertical pipes, with a fully

developed region of turbulence with an unstable linear
density gradient. Using a mixing length theory and
dimensional arguments, we have developed a relation
for the flux ii! the present turbulent convection. The
analysis includes the effects of the ends. Experimental re-
sults have been used to validate the predicted scaling and
to obtain values of the constants in the flux relations.
Eq. (11) with. C, determined empirically in (15) is the
relation for the flux. The flux is a function of the concen-
tration difference, the pipe length and the aspect ratio.
The scaling relations for the velocity fluctuations are
well predicted by the model (Eq. (5) and Fig. 7(a)). This
is of use in design practice, for example, when air fluxes
need to be calculated across a staircase connecting
rooms with-different temperatures.

The mixing length model implies the Nusielt number
to scale as ~Ral/'1, in contrast to R-B convection for
similar Rayleigh numbers as in the present tiow, where
it goes like ~Ran, with 2/7 < n < 1/3. The absence of
the top mid bottom horizontal walls and the associated
boundary layers in the present flow mainly accounts for
this large difference.
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INSTABILITIES, TRANSITIONS AND TURBULENCE

Convection in a long vertical tnbe due to unstable
stratification - A new type of turbulent flow?

Jaywant H. Arakeri*'5, Fransisco E. Avila*, Jorge M. Dada and Ramon O. Tovar
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Centra Dc Investigation en Energia, Temixco, UN AM, Mexico

We present experimental results of free convection in a
vertical tube due to an unstable density difference im-
posed between the two (open) ends of the tube. Two
tanks of fluids connect the two ends of the tube with the
top-tank fluid heavier than the bottom-tank fluid. We
use salt mixed with water to create the density differ-
ence. The convection in the tube is in the form of rela-
tively heavier fluid going down and lighter fluid going
up simultaneously; the mean flow at any cross section of
the tube is zero. Depending on the Rayleigh number we
observe different types of flow, with turbulent flow be-
ing observed at the higher Rayleigh numbers. We be-
lieve this is a new type of turbulent flow - a nearly
homogeneous, buoyancy-driven flow with zero mean
shear.

FLOWS caused by buoyancy, called tree or natural convec-
tion, abound in nature and engineering. The convection
observed on a hot road surface in no-wind conditions is an
example. Convection is generally caused by unstable
stratification (Tor example, density increasing with height
in a gravitation a! Held). Density gradients' are often
caused by a temperature gradient,' or a gradient of concen-
tration of some species (e.g. salt in (he oceans, water va-
pour in air). The. dynamics in free-convection flows is
mainly determined by the Rayleigh number-a measure
of the ratio of buoyancy forces to diffusive effects.

Two simple configurations of free convection have
been expensively studied, viz. Rayleigh-Benard convec-
tion and Rayleigb-Taylor instability. Rayleigh -Ben ard
(R-B) convection is convection of a fluid between two
horizontal plates, with the bottom plate hotter than the
l.op plate. Because of the temperature difference, the
fluid density increases from the bottom plate to the top
plate. However, below a critical Rayleigh number, even
though the stratification is unstable, there is no flow
(convection) and beat transfer is entirely by conduction;
the Rayleigh number increased beyond this critical
value results in laminar convection, often in the form of
roils, and a further increase.in the Rayleigh number
leads to turbulent convection (see ref. 1).

*Fai correspondence, (e-mail: jaywiinlSiiieeheng.iisc.erne!.in)

'Sadly, Fransisco passed away during the writing of this paper. We

have fond mensurics of him.

Rayleigh-Tayior instability occurs when a layer of
heavier fluid (say salt water) lies on top of a layer of
lighter fluid (say fresh water). Dalziel et al.1 report re-
cent, work on this subject. In this configuration the lay-
ers can be in equilibrium; pressure varies linearly with
depth in each of the layers. But this is unstable equilib-
rium: a small perturbation of the interface increases the
perturbation indefinitely with the heavier fluid trying to
go down and the lighter fluid trying to go up. Some
mixing between the top and bottom fluids occurs during
the overturning. Eventually motion ceases and a stable
density gradient is obtained. For an immiscible pair of
fluids of say water over air there is negligible mixing
and, eventually, the water and air layers just interchange
places. One common way of doing a Rayleigh-Tayior
stability experiment is to have a thin plate initially
separating the two fluids which is then rapidly pulled
away.

In this article we describe preliminary results of free
convection in a vertical tube. The setup is similar to a
Rayleigh-Tayior stability setup, except that we have a
long vertical tube between the tanks containing the
heavier fluid at the top and the lighter fluid at the bot-
tom (Figure I). So essentially we look at the 'overturn-
ing' process of the two fluids through the tube. We used
sodium chloride salt mixed in water U> create the den-
sity difference. As in Rayleigh-J.Jenard convection, we
find different types of flow depending on the values of
the parameters of the problem: the density difference,
and diameter and length of the tube. Tn particular, at a
high enough Rayleigh number we observe the flow to
be turbulent, which we believe is a new type of turbu-
lent flow.

Experimental setup

The experimental setup consisted of two tanks con-
nected by a vertical tube. The top tank was open at the
top and had a tapered hole in the bottom plexiglas wall
to fit. a rubber stopper; an appropriate sized hole was
made in the stopper to snugly fit the Lube, The bottom
tank was closed on all sides and had a similar rubber
stopper arrangement on the top wall to fit the bottom
end of the Lube. The rubber stoppers minimized the load
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Figure 1. ScheniBLic of Ihe experimental setup. The pumps in the
two lasiks ore marked P.

on (lie tubes, which were made of glass, and also a]-
lowed us to quickly change the lube for a different ex-
periment.'The side walls of the tanks were made of
giass. Two small aquarium water pumps were used to
continuously mix the fluids in the two tanks anil prevent
stratification. The flow vat.es in the pumps were small
enough and the locations of the exits and inlets of the
pumps were such as to create as small a disturbance as
possible near the tube ends.

The volumes of the two tanks were approximately
1750 cc each. A total of twelve tubes were used in the
experiments, with four diameters (4.85, 9.85, 19.85 and
36.85 mm) and three lengths (150, 300 and 450 mm). A
few visualisation experiments were conducted with
2.5 mm diameter tubes.

Following is the experimental procedure, We cali-
brated the conductivity probes, used to measure salt
concentration, before and after each experiment. We
filled the bottom tank and the tube with distilled water.
and the top tank with brine (typically 0.05 g cm"3 con-
centration), noting down the volumes of the distilled
water and brine added. We switched on the pumps prior
to the start of each experiment. "Initially, a stopper
blocked the top end of the tube; pulling of the stopper
initiated the experiment. Due to the convection the salt
concentration in the top tank continuously decreased with
time (Figure 2). Concentration in the top tank was meas-
ured from the start of the experiment till the convection
had visibly stopped, In the smallest diameter and longest
tube (4.S3 ram dia, 600 mm Jong) the convection contin-
ued for about 100 h, whereas in the largest diameter
tube the convection continued for about 1 h.
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figure 2. A typical variation of concentration of salt in the lop-tank
fin id with Sims. The ea.se shuwn corresponds to tube diame-
ter -••• J9.S5 mm and tube length - 600 mm.

Sa\[ concentration was measured with one or two
micro-conductivity probes (Model 125 MSCTI, Preci-
sion Measurements Engineering), placed in the top tank.
The concentration versus time data were stored in a
computer for further analysis. Two conductivity probes
were used to check that mixing by the pump was ade-
quate and there was no concentration, gradient in fhe-
Lank fluid. We mainly visualized the flow using the la-
ser-induced-fluorescencc (1JF) technique. A small
amount of sodium fluorescent dye was initially mixed in
the top tank fluid. A vertical sheet of laser light, created
with a cylindrical lens, passed through the vertical tube
(in which the convection was faking place). We used a
150 mW argon-ion laser. In some cases, we also visual-
ized the How using the shadowgraph technique.

Parameters

We are looking at free convection in a vertical tube
open at the two ends, with an imposed density, or con-
centration, difference across it. As in Rayk-igb-Benard
convection, the non-dimensional parameters of the
problem are:

Rayleigh number, Ra; - ,
pva

v
Prandtl number, Pr = —,

a

Aspect ratio, AR - — ,

where AC is the concentration (or density) difference
between the lop tank and bottom tank fluids, p, is the
density of the fluid averaged over the length of the tube,
g is acceleration due to gravity, v is the kinematic
viscosity, a is the dilTusivily of the species causing
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the density gradient, d is tube diameter, and
length.

Sometimes it. is more appropriate to use other defini-
tions of Rayleigh number: Ra,/; Rayleigh number based
on the tube diameter, and JRac, Rayleigh number based
on the density gradient, instead of density difference,
and diameter.

Some values of the parameters are of interest. The
Prandtl number, or strictly the Schmidt number, is about
670, showing diffusion of salt is negligible in compari-
son to that of momentum. At a.concentration difference
of 0.025 g/cm1 and for a tube length = 600 mm, the
Rayleigh number - 3.5 x !0 ' \ . The AR ranges from
about 0.008 to about 0.25. iH'or comparison, .study of
turbulent Rayleigh-Benard thermal convectioti is usu-
ally with Pr - 1 (for air Pr = 0.7 and for water Pr = 6,7);
the Kaylcigh number is usually of.the order of 1 x 10s,
but the highest value achieved,-reported recently1, using
cryogenic helium is about I X J0 l7; and AR is usually
greater Lhan unity. Thus the present problem pertains to
very large Rayiciglv number, high Prandt.l number
convection in tall cells. High Prandtl' number, high
Rayleigh number convection is generally obtained with
very viscous fluids convecting over a large scale, as in
convection in the earth's mantle.

Basic relations

is tube The mass flow rate of salt ms going up at any z is

ms = CWdA ~ p

A

where Ap is the cross-sectional area of the Lube. From
mass conservation ofsa.lt at any z we have the gradient
of m,,

JtC'tM)

The equation states thai in a control volume height dj,
the difference in mass flow rates at two stations dz apart
is equal to the rate at which mass of salt changes in the
control volume. If (DC fdt) = O, then ms is constant,
along the length of the tube; however. ms can still he a
function of time.

At any time let CT and Ce be the concentrations of
salt in the top and bottom tanks respectively, and On

and Cao the concentrations at the start of the experi-
ment. Mass conservation of salt gives

V.VC- -\- V'HCB = VTCTI)

Prom the suit concentration (in I he lop Lank) versus time
data we calculate the flux of salt, and the. concentration
difference between the two tank fluids as functions of
time. Thin is done using mass conservation equations.

We use cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 0 and z) with
velocities in the three directions respectively, £/,.,' Ug
and W, The j-axis coincides with tube axis and is posi-
tive upwards. An overbar over a quantity denotes the
quantity averaged over the cross-section of the tube.
The difference between- a quantity and its average is
"written in small case. Thus for concentration

C - c = C-C.

Fluid volumes in each of the two tanks do not change
with time. Thus, at any cross-section of the tube and
any instant of time, (assuming water to be incompressi-
ble) the volume flow rate of the fluid going down - the
volume flow rate of fluid going up, or

|Vd4 = VF = 0.

Where VT and VR are respectively the Lop and bottom
tank fluid volumes, / i r is the pipe cross section area,
and A/s is the total mass of salt in the system. The inte-
gral on the left-hand side is the mass of the salt in the
tube. Assuming the average salt concentration in the
tube at any Lime is (CT + CB)/2, we obtain the following
relation for the concentration or density difference in
terms of the concentration in the Lop tank:

(Vn+VF/2)
(1)

where Vp is Lhe volume of the tube.
I ,et. msT be mass flow rate of salt. at. the top end of the

tube and msH at the bottom end of the tube. Then

fy, - Vf Af I At ,,", — .
\ I ~" ' I I ' ' sii df

d/

We come to the important conclusion that the mean ve-
locity at any cross-section is zero.

The relations respectively are from salt mass conserva-
tion in the top tank, bottom tank and in the tube. In
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OUT experiments, to a good approximation, we can as-
sume

Then -flux, mass flow rate of salt going down per umi:
cross sectional area of the tube is,

— VT dCT

Flow visualization observations

Depending on the concentration difference, the lube
duimeW and the tube length we obs?rv& i>ne or JYmr
types of How which we term (i) half-and-half (HAH),
(ii) helical, (jii) unsteady-laminar and (iv) turbulent.
These are described hclow. It may bo' noted that the-
flov,' visualization pictures given in (.his paper show jusi
a Itw centimetres length of the central portion of the
tubes.

In Si. HAH flow, in one half of the cross section of the
tub<? flcw i$ downward, and jn th& oihef half the fk)w is
upward. Wfc observed the H A H flov; only in the 2.5 mm
dia tube anci in the 4.85 mm dia tube at small concentra-
tion differences, e&senlinlly mean'}us $\ •''>»'
nuiiibers. In some cases \ve observed î iOvin
about J-2 Lube diameters long. h. downward moving

is heavier and moves faster that; ths r&sl: of ^g

Figurt 4.
iey - 4.B ihm
cnce-t).U25
the tutie is s

Future showing helical -(.mvettiorj. TubB

tube length = 15Dmni; concentniuo11

c. Top-mnk fluid is clytjd. Oniy (he ceritrdf Jcrgtfi of

Figure 3. Shjulowgrapli picture showing t»/o froiits in HAH
cion. Tube diameter is 2,5 mm.

down-going fluid; similarly an tipmoving front is HghLer
ihnn th« rt*st of the Up-going fluid. Figure 3 is a
shadowgraph picture showing both down-going and up-
going fronts-

Helical

We observed helical flow in ihc 4.85 min di^ tube (fig-
ure 4), except tit small concentration differences when
(he fion- was >MH (Figure 4), An in HAH flow the heli-
cal flow is equally divided between up-going ant] down-
going fluid, and is steady. In HAH flow the interface
beiweect the up-going and down-going flown is vertical
and straight; however, in helical flow the interface is
twisted. The interface looks like what one would get if a
Cong a (rip of paper is held at one end and the- other end
is turned through many turns, going along o n e edge of
the strip one would trace an helix. Thus the two flows
(up and1 down) (nke helical paths with a common
(twisted) interface. In most cases we observe seme mix-
ing between the fluids in the two streams. Apparently
the HAH" fTt>w is unstab/e above some (yd undeter-
mined) critical Rayleigh number and the instability
leads to helical flow.
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Uns leady-laminar flow

In the 9.85 mm and 19.85 diameter tubes (i.e. at srill
higher Rayleigh numbers) we observe the (low to be
unsteady and three dimensional, but laminar (Figures 5
and 6). There is no cleat demarcation between the up-
going and down-going flows, and there is a iot of mix-
ing between the two. A typical mixing event involves
collision ot" a downward going mass of fluid with a up
ward going mass of fluid, often leading to shear layers
which go unstable with the formation of vortices. One
aLso sees mushroom type structures (see Figure 5). The
eddies seem to scale with the diameter of the lube. The
flow K chaotic, but atleast in the 9.85 mm dia tube the
flow is not turbulent: a range of scales, characteristic of
turbulent flows is not present.

Figure S. LIF picture showing unsteady-laminar cunvectiun. Nols
the miislimom structure. Tubs diameter = 9.85 mm; concenlraliun
tiifferaice = 0.025 g/cc.

Figure 7. LIF picture showing turbulent con vet don. Nrjfe (tie smiiM
length scales cf mixing. Tube diameter = 37 mm; concentration
clifterencfi = 0.025 g/cc.

Turbulent flow

What appears to be a truly turbulent flow is observed in
the 36.85 mm diameter tube (Figure 7), Like in the
9.85 mm and 19.85 diameter tubes, the flow is chaotic
and Ihree dimensional. We observe collisions of Fluid
masses moving in opposing directions, and Lhe Forma-
tion and breakup of shear layers. During these interac-
tions large interracial areas are created greaLly
enhancing the mixing between the heavier and lighter
fluids. Also because of collisions we can have instances
when heavier masses of fluid move up instead of down.
and similarly instances when lighter fluid masses go
down. Both mixing and flow direction reversal contrib-
ute Lo reduction of flux, or in other words to slowing
down of the experiment.

Flux relations

Figure 6. L1K picture showing unsteady-hiriiinur convection. Tube
diameter - I'J.SS rom: Tube length = 300 mm; concentration differ-
e n c e - 0.025 g/cc.

The fiux times the tube cross sectional area, -r.coAv,
determines how fast the top tank depletes salt, or
equivalently how fast the bottom tank accumulates sail.
A large Flux is obtained it" all the down-going fluid
(w<0) has higher density (c> 0) (similarly when
w > 0, c is < 0), and in addition ii'lw! and Id are as large
as possible. The maximum possible c is AC, when all
the down-going fluid is pure top tank fluid and all the
up-going fluid is pure bottom tank fluid; there is no
mixing of the two in the tube. The maximum possible
velocity is probably what is obtained by assuming half-
and-half laminar flow, and whose solution is given be-
low. Flux can be reduced due to two reasons. One, mix-
ing between down-going and up-going Fluids reduces
the values ol' both c and w; two, heavier fluid moving
down, or vice versa, reduces Lhe correlation.
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A trivia) case h when ihcye is no flow and the sail,
transfer is just by molecular diffusion; then flux is given
by F~ a&C/l. Stability analysis4 shows that when the
tube in thin enough or density difference -sj/jaJJ snoisgh,

.or more precisely the gradient Rayleigh number
Ra^ < 1087. there-is no flow. (This analysis is for a
density increasing .linearly with -height.) We never ob-
served a no-flow case in any of our experiments as the
Rayleigh number was above t.he critical value, except•
perhaps towards the em/of an experiment when Che den-
sity differences were too low to be measured by our
instrumentation.

Next we derive expressions for the flu?; of safe in ifie
vertical lube for two cases: (i) laminar half-and-half
flow of immiscible fluids and (li) turbulent convection.

Laminar HAH flow of immiscible fluids

Consider fully developed parallel flow in the vertical
tube. We assume the heavier fluid (density = p-r) is go-
ing down in one fia/fof the lube, say >T> &>O, and the
lighter fluid (density = pu) is going up in the other half,
2it> 0 > n. Fluids jn the two stream? have same kine-
matic viscosity and are rrnmisciWe (equivalent Co spying
diffusivity of sail is zero). With Ur: t ' e - 0 (parallel
flow) and il/di = 0 (fully developed flow), the Navier-
Sttik.es equations simplify Lo

in the rand ff directions, and

dp

dZ

is the z direction: where V2 is the Laplacian operator in
the r- tfpiane. The boundary conditions are zero vefoc-
ity at the wall (r~d/2) and at the interface (0=0,
0= K).

From a control-volume momentum balance,
-(ip/dz = pog, where pc = (p-r + pa)/2. Then the- equation
in rlie z direction. 0 = - (p - po)''Po + vV'W, which writ-
ten separately for the upward going and downward go-
ing fluids becomes

tf1W~~^-R (upward)

AC

2p7
g (downward).

To ensure symmetry we assume (AC/po) *£ 1 and re-
place PH and py by po in the denominators on the j-jght
hand sides of the above equations.

Solution is same as that of a fully developed flow in
pipe with a semi-circular cross section driven by a con-
stant pressure gradient, but with the pressure gradient
replaced b,vt?AC. The Noiution5 gives the average veloc-
i Ly in each half of the tube as

w =om
•AC_

pvg'

The flux (-we) - ACW/2 is given by

d2(&C)2l-\= 0.0059-
pv

(3)

where .subscript I represents faniinar flow. Tfie relation
shows the dependence of IIux on various parameters
and intereslingly no dependence on the tube length.

In an experiment, even when the How is HAH, be-
cause of diffusion of salt we would expect, ilie flux to be
lower than the theoretical value; the sealing will also
probably change if diffusion is included. However eq.
O) give-, a theoretical maximum value and car, be jseel
lo noii-dimensior.nlize experimental flux values.

Turbulent flow

We make certain assumptions based on dimensional ant]
physical arguirients to arrive at a. relation for flux wheh
the flow is turbulent. Clearly other expressions can be
obtained by making different assumptions.

"We assume fully developed flow - the flow is identi-
cal (in an average sense) a.t different /locations, and we
assume the flow is steady (again in an average sense).
'The first assiunjilion will be valid if [he tube is suffi-
ciently long {(lid) >• I) and we are far enough away
from the two ends; how long and how far will have i.o
he determined from cxperhvunln. A similar situation
arises in fully developed, pressure-gradient driven turbu-
lent pipe flow. In that case, fully developed flow is
achieved about 20-50 diameters from ths entrance, and in
the length of the pipe where the How is fully developed,
profiles of mean velocity and, for example, profiles of the
mean turbulent stresses do not change with axial distance;
and the axial pressure gradient is constant.

FroTTi the. fully developed flow condition we have
the mean dens/Cy (or amcentmthm) gradient
d<C)/dj - constant. (For the turbulent flow we use ( ) to
denote time average, and prime to denote deviation
from the time average.) Like the pressure gradient!» the.
case Of Ihe pipe flow, we havu the density gradient as
the driving force in ihe vertical-tube convection flow.
The independent parameters are then d(C)fdz, p, g, and
d. Viscosity and diffusivity arc- not considered, an usual
assurnpLion in turbulent How.
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In the' vertical-tubs convection case we have seen
there is no mean How, i.e. W=0. From flow visualiza-
tion we have seen that when the flow is turbulent there
are no two clear streams of upgoing and downgoing
fluids. Thus the relevant parameters describing the flow
are the flux -icrfc'), and means of the squares of fluctu-
ating velocities {{u[ ),(u'e) and{w'A)) and of concen-
tration fluctuations ({c'~)). Prime denotes deviation from
the time average.

We assume the flux to be proportional to the product
of a velocity scale (say VKmn) and a concentration scale
(say CmL,). These quantities may be thought of as asso-
ciated with a typical fluid mass or an eddy: say a heav-
ier fluid mass wiLh an excess density over the
ambient = C,u&, and moving down with a velocity Wuirh.
l'Vom the above list of independent parameters we get

d.

10"

15 20 £5
d;ameter, mm

30 . 3 5 40

Figure 8. The half-times in the experiments wirh different diameter
and different length tubes.

The velocity scale can be obtained as the velocity at-
tained by the fluid mass during free fall over some dis-
tance (a mixing length). We assume the mixing length
scaics as the diameter. Thus

V ~P~ dz p

Then the relation for turbulent flux is

where Kj is a constant. Neglecting the end effects we.
can write d{C)/dz = (CT - CB)/l - AC/I. Then the above
expression becomes

Fr - (4)

Note that the dependence on the various parameters is
different from that obtained in the laminar HAH flow
case (eq. (3)). In contrast, to the laminar flow case, in
the turbulent ("low a length dependence (= r J / i ) is pre-
sent and viscosity does not enter the picture.

Experimental (Itix results

We compare the experimentally obtained flux of salt
with the theoretically predicted flux. As mentioned ear-
lier, from the measured salt concentration in the top
lank fluid we calcuiate the density difference (AC) us-
ing relations (1) and the flux {F) using relation (2).

First, to give an idea of the durations of the experi-
ments. Figure 8 shows the half-times obtained in ail the
experiments we have conducted. Faster mixing is ob-
tained as the tube diameter increases, and for a given
diameter the mixing is slower for a longer tube, The
half time ranges from about 400 s in Lhe case of the
36,85 mm diameter, 150 mm long tube to about. 6 x iO4

seconds in the case of the 4.8 mm diameter, 600 mm
long tube.

Figure 9 shows for the 4.85 mm diameter cases the
flux normalized by F-, (the theoretical flux for laminar
HAH flow of immiscible fluids) vs Rayleigh number
based on diameter. Recallin this diameter tube the flow
is laminar helical type. The normalized flux values are
only about 0.02 to.0.04. Clearly diffusion, and mixing
results in flux values much lower than theoretical val-
ues. The normalized flux value is even lower for con-
vection in the larger diameter tubes; about 0.005 for
9.85 mm diameter tubes, and 0.001 for 36.85 mm di-
ameter tubes.

At the other extreme is turbulent flow. We had dis-
cussed that the flow in the 36.85 mm diameter tubes
appeared to be turbulent visually. We can check
whether the flux in these tubes scales as predicted by
the relation (4), which is for turbulent flow. Figure 10
shows, for the 300 mm and 600 mm tube lengths, the
normalized flux (F/Fj) data plotted versus lhe Rayleigh
number based on the diameter (KT bas been taken to be
unity in calculating FT in the plot). The data for the two
diameters collapse to a reasonable extent. The normal-
ized flux appear to be nearly constant with Rayleigh
number. The constant KT, in eq. (4), from the plot is
about 0.5. More experiments covering a wider range of
Rayleigh numbers are needed to validate and extend
these results.
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Figure *). Plot of flux normalized by iheoreticci' iaminar flux
Rayleigh number in the case of 4.85 mm diameter tube.

figure JO. Flo: of flux normalized by theoretical turbuJenr flux
Rayleigh rgmbcr in the case of 36.85 mm diameter tiibe.

Conclusions

We have presented preliminary results on natural con-
vection in a vertical tube. More work is needed to re-
solve a jiumber of issues; two main ones arc listed
below:

(i) We have given the solution foe faminar If AH" flow
of fluids with zero diffusivHy (Pr -} •x>). We need
to solve for finite Prandtl numbers to realistically
compare data from experiments.

(ii) We need to precisely determine the values of the
transition Rayleigh numbers, when the flow
switches from one type of flow to the other.

Bi/f what we ihink is interesting is the turbulent flow. I'i
appears to be differeni. from the other types, of turbulent
flow which \ve are familiar with: free shear Hows like
jets, wakes, plumes, or wa]} hounded (loves like lurbu-
isnt flow in a pipe, flow on a heated vertical wall. We
have in the vertical-tube convection case a buoyancy-
driven turbulent flow with zero wean flow and zero
mean shear. Here mean refers to time average. Thus at
any .spatial point in the flow the time averages of the
vertical v^foc/ty and of the shear are.-- zero. Thu flow is
ho;KKi£e.ww,'jA in. the. v«tAc&\ 0,U<SGA*M\ awl •ap'pe.'Ma to V*i
nearly homogeneous in the horizontal direction; because
of zero mean flow the (side) wa// seems to |us( 'contain'
the flow, and does not have the overwhelming influence
it has, for example, in the pressure-driven turbulent pipe
flow. Besides the fluid properties and gravity, (he only
parameters are tube diameter and i.hc forcing term, the
density gradient.

This flow has relevance to turbulent R-B convection
and during the later stages of Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-
ity. In R-B convection the flow away from the walls (in
the core) is similar to what is obtained in the vertical-
tube convection. In "R-B convection, it "is well 'known
that the wall predominantly determines the dynamics,
but an issue of currem interest is the ititenictiQn be-
tween the wall and core flows'1*. An understanding of
this iuieractipn Tnay help re-solve the controversy re-
garding the exponent in the Nusselt nuniber--Rayleigli
number correla.tk)nJ. The vertical-tube convention can
sited light on the turbulent mixing during Rayleigh—
Taylor instability, where, as in the tube convection case,
a simultaneous motion of heavy and light fluids is oh-
tsinsd. .Finally-, the vertical-tube turbulent convection
may be similar LO the decaying homogeneous t'uoyancy-
driven turbulence studied by Batchelor e.t al*, using
ntimericsi strrt^tftfon, except that, in our ease the turbu-
lence is non-decaying.
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Experiments indicate that turbulent free convection over a horizonUiI surface (e.g.
Ktiyleigh-Bcnard eom-ectionjj consists of essentially line plumes near the waifo, at
least for moderately high. R-ayldgta numbers, Btised on this evidence we propose
hero a two-dimensional model for near-wall dynamics in Rayleigh-Benard convection
am:] in genera] for convection over hwUed horizontal iurfiicca. Hie model proposes a
peri f H.I i c ami v o J st.e a d v laminar t\v j -d i si e a s i o i \ a 1 pi i miss. A pi a m e is ted on either
side by boundary j'sycrs on the wj.j|.. 'f'he reiulls from (lie model n.m ob-taitsed in two
ways. Ons of die methods uses the similarity soititiun of RoEem & Classen (1969) i'bi"
t b e b o i • n <J a ry b y e r and the si m 11 a rit y s o [ 11 Li o n o\ F u i t (1 % 3) for she p I nitie, We h ti ve
derived e>;p regions for ntsian temporal lire and tciiiperature asd velocily riactuaticifls
near the wal). In the si-cond approach, we coniputc the two-dsmeiisif'-nai How field
in ;i two-din-cnsional rect.aiiguiar open caviiy. The number of pUrmt-s in the cavisy
depends on ;: he length of the c;;v jF y. The plume spa ci 11i; Ii d e Ierm i ned fro m. t he criti ea!
lensiih at which the number of pliimos increases by onf. The results for average pin me.
•; p;id 11 a a n t! the d i s i ri t>i? ti o n of r. m. s. tempe rai u rt a n-d velocity il u c1.u:1.1 i o 11s n re shown
no be in iicet'ptitble L"2fce.Q-ent *-vi!J] espe^MJJeiJtal n'Siiits.

L Introduction
This papcr ••!s canccrned with [he neat-vv;i[I dynamics uf tvirbident Tree conveciion

over korizonlal surfaces. This is taken to itit-litde steady-siate cosiveclio-n betwee.n
hori?o.nli:il pi ales kept ;it constant tasniK"(itu.res ft lie cius^isa! Raykigh-Benard con-
vt'Ction.i- UEis'tsacJy uenvectiori b^Hveei.i two iioiizontnl plaTes v.'ith -otic of the platen
i i \ s L 11 A t ed a. Ji d ;;ony ect i o n over a h o r i j.on 1 a t plate kept m A va si e \ p a n sc of si at i o n a ry
fluid. We do not distinguish between l.he nenr-wall dynamics that o w n - it- these
Viiriouts flows. 'This is anakwaus t.o stating thai ne;.ir-wa!l flows jn up"bul-snt pipe flow
cmd ia the turbulent boundary k-tytr are similar.

Tiirbuie-nt iVee convection of ih.r-; ivpe. especially R«yk*i.gh Benard convection has
been studied sxieiiiively (Towtvsond 1959; DearcoilT &. Wiitis 196"a: Tanaka &
Miyafu 1980; Ad.ritto. I-e-rre-ira & Bobef" 1 (>S6; Cast aims; ui a!. 1989). See Siggla
(1994) for a reeem review, In this type of flow, iarge thermal gradients exist near (he
wailfsi vvliile ne;ir isatlicrmal conditions p]\*vail away from lbs vva'U's). Hxperime-nuil
cvid-emx suggests ih& vonveclivc iisa.i. triMnsfcr ncai: ths vvjsil(s) is yUbsT iYom thermals
(inlji-ivvittent release of hot fluid i or essentially line pi turn's (continuous reiew.se o( hot
fluid from ;> line) wiucii move randomly. Away from the w;i]l(s.) rapid mixing leads
to !ieEr-isotliem:ftl cofiditinn1;.
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...The geometrically different plan&rms of near-wall plume structure in turbulent na-
tural convection, visualized by drivmg the convection using concentration differences
across a membrane, are shown to have a common muUifraciai spectrum of singu-
larities for Rayleigh numbers in the range 1010-i0n at Schmidt number of 602, The
scaling is seen for a length scale range of 25 and is independent of the Rayleigh
number, the ilirx, the strength and nature of the large-scale flow, and the aspect ratio.
Similar scaling is observed for the plume structures obtained in the presence of a weak
flow across the membrane. This common non-trivial spatial scaling is proposed to be
due to the same underlying generating process for the near-wall plume structures.
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Plume structure in high-Rayleigh-number
convection

By BABURAJ A. PUTHENVEETTIL1
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; Department of Applied Mechanics, Indian. Insmnfc of Technology Madras, Chennai tndia
^Department of Mechanical Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, !ncbi

(Received 12 October 2004 and m revised font; 29 March 2(X)5i

Near-wall structures in turbulent'natural convection at Rayleigh numbers of IO!O to
.1.0" at. a Schmidt number of 602 are visualized by a new method of driving the
con vec t.i OR across a fine mc m bra ne usi rig concen t.r a Iion d ift erences of sod ium ch 1 or jd e.
The visualizations show the near-wall How to consist of sheet plumes. A wide variety of.
large-scale flow cells, scaling with the cross-section dimension, are observed. Multiple
large-scale flow cells are seen ?x aspect ratio (AR) —0.65, while only a .single circukiijon

•'celt is detected at ,4R—0.435, The cells (or the mean, wind) are driven by plumes
coining together to form columns of rising lighter fluid. The wind in turn aligns the
shaet -ptumes afong the directjon of shear. :fhe mean wind direction /s seen to change
with time. The near-wall dynamics show plumes initiated at points, which elongate to
form sheet* and then, .merge. Increase in Rayleigh number results in a larger number of
closely and regularly spaced plumes. The plume spacing?, show a common log-normal
probability distribution function, independent of the Rayleigh number and (he aspect
ratio. We propose that the near-wall structure is made of laminar natural-convection
boundary layers, which become unstable to give rise to sheet plumes, and show thai,
the predictions- of a model constructed on. this hypothesis match the experiments.
Based on these findings, we conclude ihat in the presence of a mean wind, the local
near-wall boundary layers associated with each sheet .plume in high-Rayleig.h-mi.mber
turbulent natural convection are likely to be laminar mixed convection type.
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Pfanform structure and heat transfer in turbulent free convection
over horizontal surfaces
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This paper deals v,:ith turbulent frse msivtc'iou in ii hoiizotilai Eisid Jaycr above a '[lewied surface.
Experiments have been earned out on atieiirs-d sLirJisce w> obtninaiKl aEialyzs: ttic-plmifoiiEi sf me sure
stui the liefft irarsafer under ditFerenf coii'diiions. Vif3ter K the wofkine fluid and the isiiige of flux
R.ayleish nnmliK's (Ra.i covered is 3 X 1 0 - 2 X .t()IC). Ti.ii; clifferent coiicUtioiis correspond ui
ReyJsisdi-Bcmitd convection, convention v\:i.tl: esrhet" the top water siarffaee open to atr.uospha:e or
w^i ' ed v.'ifli flft iii-iuladiia plate, stid Tvitli an iiiijiosed exremal flaw on the heai^d boundary.
Wtfliour rhe extafasi flow the pJanrWrn is one of randomly oiieaied liiiepluine-i.. At large. Rayleiah
uumbei Ra *nd ^nall BSIJSC! LEIijo (ARi. ih^s lim; phiins-s ssem to slisjii aiona the dia.Eonal.
piesuawbly due to a laro;? scale -fliiw. The side vievva show iadined dyaiinci. &ga)B indicfitiiia n
inrgc scale flow. When flie extemal .fto^ b iiiijjossut. she ling pi.un.xs cicaciy align in i.he dii'sciioa
oi~ ts.feniEii Haw. The nosidimesLssoiial ovej-jge piume spacing. Ra^'3. varies betw;en 40 and 90. Tlie
heat tratssfei- rate, for sll the expetinienis coudiiiascl. representc-d as Raj..1'"1

: wli«j-e fij is slis
conduction layei1 thickness. \laiie^ only betweea 0..! -0.2. showfcig thsi hi mrbiilent convection tlie
iteat transfer rates n:e similar iii.nJei' (lie differerii coudiiioas. JQ JOUO Amei'icffn wsiuitie
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PLANFORM STRUCTURE OF TURBULENT
RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION

S. Anaada Theertlmn and Jay want H. Arakcri
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ABSTRACT

Tb^ pJa-Bfonn atrvclarc of turbulent R ,̂yJei|ji-B&(ftr<J: canvectfou ia obtained
from visitalisin^ e. liquid crystal sheet stuck to the bottom hot surface. The
bottom piate of the convection cell is Plexiglass and Uie top plate is glass.
Water is the t#$i liquid and ihs Rayle^h. tiurtjbftr is 4 x lOr. The fjlanfoim
pattern reveals randomly moving hot streaks &uiroundfld by co-Id regions sug-
gesting that turbulent Uayleigh-Benard convection is dominated by quasi-two-
dimensional randomly rowing plumes. Simultaneous temperature traces from
two vertically separated thermocouples indic&ts that these plumes may be in-
dined forward in the directon of liorizontal motion. The periodic eruption of
thermal observed by Sparrow ei &l [.3] and which, fomte the basis of '

dJ is ad bd
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Convection in a long vertical tube due to unstable
stratification - A new type of turbulent flow?
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"We present experimental results of free convection in a
vertical lube due to an unstable density difference im-
posed between the two (open) ends of the tube. Two
tanks of fluids connect the two ends of the tube with the
top-tank fluid heavier than tlie bottom-tank fluid. We
use salt mixed with water (.« create the density differ-
ence. The convection in the tube if? in the form of rela-
tively heavier fluid going down and lighter fluid going
up simultaneously; the mean flow at any cross section of
the tube is zero. Depending on the Rajleigh number we
observe different types ot flow, with turbulent flow be-
ing observed at the higher Rayleigh numbers. We be-
lieve this is a new type of turbulent flow-a nearly
homogeneous, buoyancy-driven flow with zero mean
shear.

FLOWS caused by buoyancy, called free or natural convec-
tion, abound in nature, and engineering. The convection
observed on a hot road surface in no-wind conditions is an
example. Convection is generally caused by unstable
sirauijcfi'iion (for example, density increasing with height
in a gravitational field). Density gradients are often
caused by a tempera Lure gradient, or a gradier.i of concen-
tration of some speciss (e.g. salt in the oceans, water va-
pour in air). The dynamics in free-convection Hows is
mainly determined by the Raykigh number - a i n j u r e
of the ratio of buoyancy forces to diffusive effects.

Two simple configurations of free convection have
beer, extensively studied, viz. Raylcigh-Benaixl convec-
tion and Kay I sigh-Taylor instability. Ruyleitdi-Beiinrd
(R-13) convection is convection of a fluid between two
horizontal plates, with the bottom plate hotter than the
top plaic. Because of the temperature difference, the
fluid density increase's from the bottom plate to the top
plate. However, below a critical Rayleigh number, even
though the stratification is unstable, there is no flow
(convection) and heat transfer is entirely by conduction;
the. Rayleigh number increased beyond this critical
value results in laminar convection, oflcn in the form of
rolls, and s further increase in the Rayleigh number
leads to turbulent convect ion (sec ref. I ) .

• ' F o r L ' J I r e s j j L T L i k j i w i y - s i i d l : ; a y " i v a n l ( f ; i - n ; i j ] i e r . a . i i s i ; . i ; r r i i : : if::

' 5 M ! y , 1-Yansisco pasted a w a y dur ing ilic writ ing of this p a p t i . W s
have fond memor ies of h im.

gh-1]'ay!or instability occurs when a layer of
heavier fluid (say salt water) lies on top of a layer of
lighter fluid (say fresh water). Dalziei et a I.2 report re-
cent work on this subject. In this configuration the lay-
ers can be in equilibrium; pressure varies linearly with
depth in each of (lie layers. But this is unstable equilib-
rium: a small perturbation of the interface increases the
perturbation indefinitely with the heavier fluid trying to
go down and the lighter fluid trying to go up. Some
mixing between the top and bottom fluids occurs during
the overturning.'Eventually morion ceases and a stabre
liensiVv gradient is obtained. For an iiimiiseUile pair of
fluids of say. water over air there is negligible mixing
and, eventually, the water and air layers just interchange
places. One common way of doing a Rayleigh Taylor
stability experiment, is to have a thin plate initially
separating the two fluids which is then rapidly pulled
away.

In this article ws describe preliminary results of free
convection in a vertical iube. The setup is similar to a
Ravleigh-Taylor stability setup, except that we have A
long vertical tube between the tanks containing the
heavier fluid at the top and the lighter lluicl at the bot-
tom (t'iguve. 1). So essentially we look at Uie 'ovcrusvn-
ing' process of the two fluids through the tube. We used
sodium chloride salt mixed in water to create the den-
sity difference. As inRayleir,h-Bcnard convection, we
find different types of flow depending, on the values of
the parameters of (he problem: [he density difference,
and diameter and lengib ol' the tube. In particular, al a
high enough Rayleigh number we observe the flow to
be turbulent, which we believe is a new lype of rurhu-
leni flow.

Experimental se tup

The experimental setup consisted of two tanks con-
nected by a vertical tube. The top tank was open at the
top and fiad a tapered hole in the boitoni plcxigias wall
to fit a rubber stopper; an appropriate sized hole was
made in the stopper to Snugly tit-the tube. The bottom
lank was dosed en all sides and had a similar rubber
stopper arrangement on the top wall to lit the bottom
end of the tube. The rubber stoppers minimized the load

CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 79. NO 6, 7.5 SEPTEMBER 200G 859
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Abstract

In this paper we present experiment id measurements of buoyancy driven turbulent exchange flow in a vertical pipe
(L/rfiiiVios of 9-12). Tlte flew is driven by avi unstable density difference across the ends of the pipe, created using brine
and distilled water. Away from either end, a fully developed region of turbulence exists with a linear density gradient.
Using a mixing length model thai accounts for (he end effects, we obtain the turbulent scales and flux. The Nusseit nuca-
ber scales like the square root of the Rsylsigh number {Nu ~ i?a1/2). We give an empirical relation to quantify tlic end
effects and hence calculate the flux of the salt (NE.C1) giver, the aspect ratio of the pipe and the overall density difference
across it.
© 2005 Hlsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Turbulent mixing; Exchange flow; Mixing length inn del

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with turbulent natural con-
vection in a long vertical pipe su bject to an unstable den-
sity difference across the two ends. In the present paper
we model the main mechanism that drives the turbulent
flow, validate the mode) with experimental measure-
ments and extend it to general cases. We discuss the
implications of the model on the behaviour of the flux
described in terms of a Nusseit number.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic; of the flow. The pipe is
connected by two tanks, with the top tank fluid having
higher density than the bottom tank fluid. The two fluids

* Corresponding author. Tel: -r-91 SO 293 322S; fax: +91 SO
360 0648.

E-mail address: jaywanl@inechetig.iisi;,err.eL.in (J.ll. A ra-
ked).

are miscible. The in compressibility of the fluids implies
tliat the cross section average of tV.e axial velocity at
an}1 instant was zero. This type of flow- where the net
flow is zero—is termed 'exchange flow' [1.2].

Most of the earlier work on exchange flow [1.2] has
been in the context of the fire safety of hu.ilclings. Two
types of studies have been done of flow through vent(s)
connect ing two enclosures, one above the other. One is
flow due to the combined action of pressure and density
differences across the vent, for example, as discussed in
Tan and Jaluria [2], and the other type is due to density
difference alone, for example as studied in Epstein [)].
The present Sow is related to the latter type. Epstein [1]
experimentally studied the buoyancy driven exchange
(COTIHW.T-C\WTC.TIV) flow thrcugli iingk. or multiple tjpeiv
ings with both square and circular cross sections in hor-
izontal partitions, using brine above the partition and
fresh water below the partition. The openings were tubes,

C'On-9310/S - see front matter © 2005 E:sevier T-tcI. All rights reseivod.
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